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Flow Parameters Behind Three Dimensional

Shock Wave

by

Nazir A. Warsi

1. INTRODUCTION

The jump conditions for the flow of a perfect gas in Lagrangian
Coordinate system is given by [1]

(1-1) [u'] + K^/k]x' =

(1-2) [|)]+h^/[u'Jx''=0

(1.3) tev^;+i] = o

In order to determine the flow parameters behind the shock wave
we take help of the idea of the shock-strength. The strength of the

shock is defined as the ratio of the change in any flow parameter
from the backside to the frontside to the flow parameter in front of

the shock surface. The idea of shock strength is important from the

physical point of view as it determines whether the shock is weak
or whether it is to die out soon. As the values of a parameter in

two regions approach one another, the discontinuity is removed and
the shock dies out. According to the definition of the shock strength

if F is a flow parameter, we have

(1.4) 8f/=:f]/fv

where [F] stands for Fo^ Fi. In particular the specific volume
strength Sz/ is given by

(1-5) Sc/=[cVci/

2. FLOW PARAMETERS.

We have the following theorems.

THEOREM: 2.1: The law of conservation of mass in terms of

Sc/is given by

(2.1) nu']=-L/83/^i/x'
PROOF: In virtue of (1.5), (1.1) gives (2.1).

COROLLARY 2.1: The equations (2.1) are equivalent to

(2.2)a [Un.] = - L/ S^/ ^1/
or ' / ' '

(2.2)b CUh/]= Sc/ Vin/
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or

and ^ '

(2.3) [Uj] .

PROOF: Multiplying (2.1) by X' and summing with respect to

i, we get (2.2)a. With the help of the relation -hn/^L/ =Viri/ ,

equation (2.2)a gives (2.2)b which is evidently equivalent to (2.2)c.

Multiplying (2.1) by x',^summing with respect to i and using the

fact that

(2-4) X1^X'=0,
we get (2.3).

COROLLARY 2.2: For a stationary shock wave, we have

(2.5) CUrx/> Sr/Um/
__

PROOF: For a stationary shock wave Urv/= • Therefore,

putting \/tn/'-U«Arv/ and\4/i=U.dL/i in (2.3 )b, we get (2.5).

THEOREM 3.2: The law of conservation of momentum can be

put in the form

(2.6)a Ct)l--kn/ Szf "^V

(2.6)b L»»l=-krv/ hx,/ Vlh/

(2.6)c [:^>-kn/Sc/Vi/iy.'

which, for the stationary shock, reduces to

(2.7)aC|o>-U/ 53/ Um/
or . .

(2.7)bi:|.>-Kh/ 8c/Ui/i)C'

PROOF: Multiplying (1.5) by X' and summing with respect to

i, we get

(2.8) i:f»]+kn/ CUh/J-U

which, in consequence of (2.2)a gives (2.6)a. Equation (2.8) also

gives (2.6)b if the value of C Un/l is substituted from (2.2)b.

Obviously, (2.6)b is equivalent to (2.6)c.

For a stationary shock, Vlh/ = Ulh/ and Vi/i -Ul/I

Hence, (2.6)b and (2.6)c reduce to (2.7)a and (2.7)b respectively.

THEOREM 3.3: The law of conservation of energy at the shock
surface can be put in the form ^

(2.9)aCIJ=-Ji U/^§z/(5^/i-2)'^l/
or o

(2.9)bri]=--k Sv (Sc/ + ^; Vin/
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which, for the stationary shock, reduces to

(2.10) cn = -i 83/(s^/t2) uiV/
.PROOF: (1.3) gives (2.9)a if (1.5) is used. The relation

-Wr\/'^i/ = Viv\/ reduces (2.9)a to (2.9)b. For a stationary

shock Vin/= U. in /• Hence, (2.10) is obvious from (2.9)b.

THEOREM 3.4: The specific volumes on the two sides of the

shock surface are related by the equation

(2.11)aCTl^ -^ Vin/
or

(2.11)br2:i= -M- Vi/i V
Kn./

which, in the case of a stationary shock, reduce to

(2.12)ar2.:= -^ ULm/
or ^"^Z

(2.i2)bCrl= -ii/ ULiAX'

PROOF: Substituting ?i/ = - N/in/hn/ in (1.5), we get

(2.11)a which is obviously equivalent to (2.1 l)b. For a stationary

shockVm/^ Um/ and Vi/i=Ull/i • Hence, we get (2. 12)

a

and (2.12)b.

THEOREM 3.5 : In the case of unsteady flow of a polytropic gas

is given by, %z/ ^ ^ ; r. ^

(2.13) S^/ -SrTi 'kn/^ ^i/
PROOF: In the case of a polytropic gas, the energy and specific

enthalpy equations are written as

and '

(2.15)I^/ = e,/ + K/^^/
respectively. (2.15), by virtue of (2.14), gives

which gives

(2.17) CIJ-^^ Cf^r].

If T^ / ,
\i x/ and [I] are eliminated from (2.17) with the

help of (1.5), (2.6)a and (2.9)a, then an equation containing Sz./

and the flow and thermodynamic parameters of region 1 / ,is ob-
tained. This equation gives the value of ^z / as shown in (2.13).

References
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Thermodynamic Parameters Behind Three

Dimensional Shock Wave

by

Nazir A. Warsi

1. INTRODUCTION.

The author has determined the flow parameters behind three

dimensional shock wave using Lagrangian Coordinate System [1].

The object of this paper is to study the thermodynamic parameters
using the same techniques.

2. THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS.
We have the following theorems.

THEOREM 2.1: The sound velocities of the jhiid, behind and
in front of the shock surface, are related by the equation

or

(2.1)a [ C-] = -^ ^z/(^./+0^./

V

which, for the stationary shock, reduces to

(2.2) [c-]= ^r^Sz/{Sy^^)u,^}
PROOF: The soimd velocities in two regions are related by

(2.3) [ c^] = r[\>z~i

The pressure and specific volume behind the shock surface are

given by [ 1 ]

(2-4) Sr, = [^] Av
and '

, / /

Substituting the value of^w ^^^ t^^/ ^^^^ (2.4) and (2.5)

in (2.3), we get (2.1 )a which, in consequence of the relation

- ^ n/ Ti/ = ^1 n/ gives (2. 1 ) b. For stationary shock y-m/ - U 1 7)/

Hence, we get (2.2).

THEOREM 2.2: The Mach number behind the shock surface is

given by

(2.6)a M = ^-^n/-^-^/ ^^/^^/

(2.6)b M = [^ Y^Ai-'Ty ^T(^ ^

(2 6)c M - ^"^"^f ^ ^^' ^i y»/

112
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PROOF: From the definition of Mach number, we have

(2.7) V\xr,/ = ^^'^/^y

Also, the velocity behind the shock is given by [ 1 ]

(2.8) [U^/J :. -1^'n//^:/^l/

If we substitute the value of C a , , U :in / from (2.1 )a, (2.8)

in (2.7), we get (2.6)a which in turn gives (2.6)b in virtue of the

relation d*/ =/pi/ ^2/ Using the relation -Jr.-n/^n.i ~ ^im/

and equation (2.6)a, we easily obtain (2.6)c.

THEOREM 2.3: The components of obliquity behind the shock
surface are given by

(2.9) %,. - ^V^' ^^^^
.

PROOF: The components of obliquity in a region /S / is

given by
, r -^

(2.10)Yy3/^= ^/V- '-^

whence, we have ^^/

(2.11) Yi/^-^1^^3^ .

Substituting for U 2. /^ and Li xn / and applying the fact that

(2.12) X;. x;^ = 6>
,

we get (2.9).

THEOREM 2.4: For a stationary shock wave, we have

(2.13) 7^^ + ^ - 1

where yW //?^ obliquity strength of the shock wave is defined as

(2.14) Cf^i = ^v/r,/^

PROOF: Since —^H/^7/- Vjw/and V4^/ :^ Ujh / for a

stationary shock, (2.9) can be written as

(2.15) y^/. =: k!^^LZik_,

Now, putting /?^"1 in (2.10), we get

(2.16) S^a//? "t^V^ ^A/t^ay

This and (2.15) give

(2.17) fa/^ =fa/^/(/+^/)

which, with the help of (2.14), gives (2.13).
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THEOREM 2.5: The obliquities behind and in front of the shock

surface are related by the equation

PROOF: In consequence of (2.9) and (2.16), we get (2.18).

THEOREM 2.6: // C be the specific internal energy of a

polytropic gas, then we have

(2.19) U]--rr- <f^/(fz/-^-^)J>\')^-^j

PROOF: For a polytropic gas, we have

(2.20) lo^/^^^/ + f-^/

V

whence, we get

(2.2i)a ri]<e3 + Ct'^]

or

(2.21)b [1J=C^J Hfc^l
But, C^ 3 is given by Cl I]

(2.22) ri] = -i ^ V^9' ^^/^^9^v
which, in consequence of (2.1 )a and (2.21)b gives (2.19).

THEOREM 2.7: Specific entropies of a polytropic gas behind
and in front of the shock surface are related by the equation

(2.23). l^]-JC^l^&:-'{zc^.(r-,)fi^ (/a/^0^7^l/}

PROOF: For a polytropic gas [ 2 ], we have

r

^-/

(2.24)a7^/ =JC^i^^/e

whence, we get k

If we substitute the value of c,/ from (2.4) and C,

from (2.1)a in (2.26), we readily get (2.23).

THEOREM 2.8: The temperature of a polytropic gas behind
and in front of a shock surface are related by the equation

(2.27) [t] = - i5!^/^/.^,.,;2j/^^
2^y
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PROOF: For a polytropic gas, the temperature in a region

of the fluid is given by

(2.28) c^^ =rRT^^
which gives

(2.29) [c"] -rRCT]
Equation (2.29), by virtue of (2.1 )a becomes (2.27).
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Deflection of Streams Behind a

Curved Shock Wave

by

Nazir A. Warsi

1. INTRODUCTION.

If the angle between the tangent to the stream line and the unit

normal vector CX ^
) to the shock surface be , then

(1-1) V^v =V^/. x^-v/^^v
where \^/^ is the velocity vector in the region w . If the space

components of a vector field tangential to the surface are "t^ , then

The law of conservation of mass at the shock surface is given by
[1]

(1.3) [V^] -c^/l/in/X^

Multiplying it by ;^'^ and summing with respect to -^ we get

(1.4)a W^]^^ =0
or

(1.4)b V^^^Sz^e^y =-Mi/S^n 0y =2^

2. DEFLECTION OF STREAMS.

We have the following theorems.

THEOREM 2.1: The angle that the stream line makes with the

unit normal X^ ^^ given by

(2.1) C<^e^/ =-(<fy^l) Cei Ot/

PROOF: Multiplying (1.3) by /'*' and summing with respect

to i, , we get

(2.2)a rV«/] =Jky\/,^/
or

/

(2.2)b Vy 0^ B:,/ = Qf^/+ Vx/ Ohi 6-1/

Equations (1.4)b and (2.2)b give (2.1).

THEOREM 2.2: For both the regions, the ratio Cs^tSJ^ is

constant, that is

(2.3) C^*^/ -^V 131



PROOF: By virtue of the relation <4/ =. 1^1
^ equation (2.1)

gives (2.3). y
THEOREM 2.3: For an unsteady flow behind the shock wave,

we have

(2.4) ^ =. -^ ^n/

PROOF: Dividing (2.2)b by (1.4)b, we get

(2.5)a Cc?^6^; =%^ MilC^O:i/

(2.5)b C^Op./ =-jfei/ ^l-n/

which, in consequence of (2.3) and the relation ofz./ ~t^l/^t/ >

gives (2.4)
-^

/ /

THEOREM 2.4: The specific volume strength of the shock is

defined as the ratio of difference of cotangent of the angle of

emergence and the cotangent of the angle of incidence to the co-

tangent of angle of incidence.

PROOF: From (2.1), it is obvious that

(2.6) cr2.^ = [c6^e]/Cg^0i/

3. MAXIMUM DEFLECTION.

Mishra (I960) studied the deflection and found that Q^/ > 6j/
Angle of deflection of the stream behind the shock is given by TQl
Therefore, the angle of the deflection, J\ is given by

(3.1) C^Jl = c^[M=^^^^^|^
Substituting for CjytOx/ from (2.1), the equation (3.1) gives

(3.2)a CotJl =-'!^klQS^l^/±L^
or -^*i6(ft&ii

(3.2)b C^Jl =.^ (\±S^/(L^'-(9i/)
or <^2-/ ?=

^

(3.2)c(2^yL ^ ^^y^l-r^--
'

where ^^t<^ ^y -^/^

Hence, we have the following theorems.

THEOREM 3.1 : In the case of maximum deflection for a fixed

f^^ , we have

PROOF: For the maximum deflection, we have

(3.4)2^ ^ O
Differentiating (3.2)c with respect to ^ (t-y.-.^ using (3.4), we

get (3.3)
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THEOREM 3.2. In the case of the maximum deflection for a

fixed Sz.1 , the ratio of specific volume of two regions is the

same as the ratio of square of tlie tangent of the angle of incidence

to unity.

PROOF: For the maximum deflection, we have

(3.5)a -fe^"0:z/ = / ^cTr/
or

(3.5)b -ta^^6j/ ; 1 -\y : ^y

THEOREM 3.3. Maximum deflection for a fixed (^-c/ i^

given by ^

(3.6) C^Jl = -^o^Z^
PROOF: In consequence of (3.3), the equation (3.2)c gives

(3.6).
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